Book-Writing With Students
David in Carroll Land: Winding Up, Winding Down

My students and I are in the process of writing about Brain Fitness Training. This
book-writing task necessitates, among other things, considerable collaborative
writing and sharing in addition to mastery of some technology learning
tools which I have introduced them to. Without any instruction from me they
have been using Google Drive, which according to Jane Hart’s annual survey is
the top educational technology tool of 2017. Because I have not used it for a
while (since I last authored a book with students), I was contemplating writing a
short piece (or screen cast) about how to use LinkedIn Learning (and ve ways
that it could be improved). In particular, I was going to use as an example my
evaluating the many LinkedIn Learning programs that deal with Google Apps.
However, I strongly believe in the ideas of Jane Hart about the need to become a
Modern Professional Learner.
It dawned on me that rather than my sitting down and watching several video
lessons I could instead ask the (student) experts to mentor me. I am quite
pleased by the result which Tia, one of my research assistants documented.
I had a few “extra minutes” at work today for re ection. I’m awaiting
(dis)approval of seeking Crowdfunding nancial support to expand my students’
capabilities to self publish books. I am also writing a few small grants to fund
some modest research comparing several different “brain tness” programs (e.g.
BrainHD and Lumosity).
Just for fun I chose to document my rambling ruminations by creating a
screencast. I still nd Screen ow easier for me to use than Capto or Camtasia. I
favor using Skitch for Screenshots from my Mac. It is indeed hard to teach an old
dogged professor new tricks (or to discard old tools).
In the screen cast I am thinking out loud as I experiment with the camera
software (iglasses) and the microphone (a Yeti). I am leaning towards using both
for our next Student Guides to Internet Learning Tools (if funded). The rst
volumes of the new works will most likely focus on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter,
and Screencasting tools. Oops, time to go for a walk with my canine companion!
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While cleaning the of ce today I came across my journal notes from when I still
was a graduate student at Ohio State. I had just returned from a two-day job
interview at then-named Carroll College in Waukesha, Wisconsin. Much has
changed since then! I continue working against changing too much too quickly.

I still use and keep journals now–some paper and pencil— though I now do most
journaling using software dedicated to that function. Though I have explored the
utility of many apps, my personal preference at the moment is DayOne.

I particularly use journaling to follow the recommendations of Jane Hart on the
value (I would argue, the necessity) of re ecting on my work day
accomplishments and failures and for short and long-term goal setting. This was
one of many lessons I learned from Jane this past year. I encourage my students
and clients to create regular times for written re ection.
What journaling software do you use? Why?

